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drivers since 30 years for more safety and economy
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The way of driving has a great impact on the effeciency. Almost 10 % fuel
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®

savings are genneraly archived during the driver training at MAN ProfiDrive .
®

Since 30 years the trainers of MAN ProfiDrive teach theoretical and practical
knowledge about safety and economical driving. Approximately 6,000
participants will take part in the training program this year.

"The requirements for professional drivers have changed dramatically. Tight
schedules, ever-changing vehicles and high cost pressure today characterize
the professional image of the driver,” says Werner Bigiel, Director of MAN
®

th

ProfiDrive at the international trainer meeting held in Munich from the 5 to the
th

7 of December 2011.

The MAN ProfiDrive

®

Team counts 104 active trainers worldwide. In the Middle
®

East, MAN ProfiDrive is represented by the MAN certified trainer Lakshmanan
Venkatarasu, who is conducting the driver training for MAN customers in the
region. “In the Middle East the drivers often have not been trained in terms of
fuel economic driving and safety, but since those two factors become more and
more important for logistic and transport companies in the region, we provide a
theoretical as well as practical training. The drivers we are training are from
different nationalities, therefore we are using a rich visual material to easily
reach the training objectives and make sure the drivers understand the content”
he states. Beside the dedicated safety and fuel economy training, the drivers
and the fleet managers get a detailed product introduction with each handover
in order to understand the vehicle’s features.

Applications for MAN ProfiDrive Trainings
www.profidrive.mantruckandbus.com

www.man-middleeast.com
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The Transport Efficiency Program from MAN Truck & Bus
The amount of transport and traffic on Europe's roads is rising. At the same
time, the long-term dwindling of energy resources is making transport
increasingly more expensive. As one of the world's leading manufacturers of
buses and trucks, MAN Truck & Bus makes an important contribution to the
continued improvement of transport efficiency. MAN offers a comprehensive
efficiency program to reduce your total costs of ownership. Transport efficiency,
consolidated in the fields of technology, service, the driver and future expertise
protects the environment and is added value for our customers.

